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Projectile Designs 
 
In this paper the common name of the bullet will be referred to as the projectile.  The projectile of a 
rifle cartridge in modern small arms ammunition is an elongated object that requires a certain amount 
of spin to keep it pointing forward in flight, usually in the supersonic régime. 
 
Projectiles with certain purpose built features are used for best results in precision rifle shooting 
whether it is short, medium, long range or extreme range shooting.  For the purposes of this paper, 
these ranges mean the following distances with .308Win sized rifle cartridges.  
 
1. Short Range  - 0-400m 
2. Medium Range - 400-700m 
3. Long Range  - 700-1100m 
4. Extreme Range - 1100m and beyond 
 
I will refer to the dimensions of projectiles in "Calibres" where one "Calibre" is the diameter or width of 
the projectile.  Every projectile width will always be one calibre however, every different projectile will 
vary in other dimensions.  Some may be 3.2 calibres long and others may be 2.9 calibres long.  Boat 
tail lengths are measured in calibres and so are the bearing surfaces and the ogives.  
 
The reason for this measurement system is that it explains proportions without giving exact 
measurements in millimetres, centimetres or inches. Dimensions in calibres also make it easy to 
reproduce schematics of projectiles.  A G7 reference projectile is 4.230 calibres in length with a 1.450 
calibre bearing surface, a 0.600 calibre 7.5 degree angle boat tail and a 10.0 calibre radius secant 
ogive.   
 
 
Flat Based Spitzer Projectiles 
 
These projectiles are basic designs which have been around for 200 years.  They are still used today 
in modern small arms ammunition. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.1 Flat based projectile  
 
 
The spitzer style flat based projectile is common for varmint style loaded cartridges.  The inherent 
accuracy of the flat base, very thin copper jackets and in most cases, some form of hollow point or 
polymer tip makes them extremely effective out to 350m – 400m.  There is one disadvantage to this 
style of projectile and that is the increased aerodynamic drag experienced by the flat base and the 
relatively low sectional density.  This drag is a contributing factor to the velocity loss experienced 
down range.  This among other factors means that flat based bullets are not usually used for long 
range shooting.  Figure 5.2 illustrates a typical supersonic drag wave pattern with base wake airflow 
of a flat based projectile.  Note: The base wake disturbance width of 1 calibre. 
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Figure 5.2  A based projectile travelling at approx Mach 2.5 displaying the typical flat 
base projectile disturbances at the base.  The majority of the “drag” is from the strong 
shock cone attached to the meplat of the projectile.  
 
 
Boat Tail Projectiles 
 
The shape of the rear section of these projectiles resembles that of a sailing yacht or boat.  This 
feature is designed to cut down drag in an effort to increase the efficiency of the projectile through the 
air.  A true long range projectile will have a boat tail, a slender fore end and a smooth bearing surface 
with no cannelure.  Cannelures cause increased drag with the presence of a weak shock cone that 
attaches itself to it during supersonic flight.  The cannelure on the projectile illustrated in Figure 5.3 is 
present to display the effect they have in supersonic flight. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.3 Boat tailed projectile. This projectile apart from the cannelure, is similar to 
the shape of most long range shooting projectiles used today.  The angle of the boat 
tail is usually between 7° and 9°. The ogive usually has one of two different shapes 
"Secant" or ‘Tangent".  In this case it is Secant. 
 
 
This spitzer shaped boat tail projectile is considered to be the most efficient projectile in flight end 
hence is really the only style of projectile that should be considered for precision long range shooting.   
 
A projectile with a polymer tip can still have this classic shape as the polymer tip allows the projectile 
to hold the performance of a hollow point while keep the strict aerodynamics of the frontal shape of 
the spitzer.  Not all polymer tipped projectiles can be used for long range shooting though.  This will 
be discussed later in the paper. 
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Figure 5.4 A Boattail projectile with a cannelure travelling at approx Mach 2.5 displays 
typical boattail disturbances at the base.  The majority of the “drag” still comes from 
the strong shock cone attached to the meplat (tip) of the projectile. The presence of a 
cannelure slightly increases drag. 
 
 
The smaller base wake disturbances known as “Vortices” have a smaller drag effect.  This reduced 
drag compared to the flat based projectile allows this style of projectile to be more efficient in flight.  
The efficiency from this boat tail actually increases when the projectile slows down and becomes 
subsonic (below the speed of sound). 
 
The cannelure on any projectile is created for two main reasons; 
 
1. To assist in the grip between the jacket to the lead core of the projectile.  
  
2. To allow the cartridge case neck to be crimped into this cannelure so that the projectile will not slip 
back into the case of a cartridge stacked in the magazine of the rifle under recoil.   
 
The process of putting this cannelure into the wall of the copper jacketed projectile usually causes a 
change of concentricity in the projectile for the worse.  A lack of concentricity (how round the projectile 
is), causes larger groups when fired.  Any projectile with a cannelure stamped into it, cannot be 
considered a “Match Grade” projectile.   
 
The best long range projectiles usually need to be match grade to ensure higher hit probabilities.  
 
 
Polymer Tipped Projectiles 
 
Nosler "Ballistic TipTM” Varmint projectiles and Hunting including the Nosler "AccubondTM" projectiles 
are extremely accurate and very terminally effective on game.  These projectiles are constructed 
solely with short range accuracy and performance on game in mind.  These projectiles and some 
others constructed in a similar way have what appears to be a small boat tail.  This apparent small 
boat tail is in fact a bevelled edge created in the process of manufacturing which assists projectile 
seating in the hand loading process.   
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Figure 5.5 The Nosler Ballistic Tip or Accubond projectile with cannelure travelling at 
approx Mach 2.5 displaying typical "Flat Based" disturbances at the base.  Any Boat 
tail that is less than half the width of the projectile itself, can be considered a Flat 
based one when it comes to base drag. 
 
The polymer tip of these projectiles can be detrimental to the hit probability in long range shooting. 
The plastic in thee tip actually goes quite deep into the tip in a stair step type fashion. The presence of 
extremely light plastic mean there is an absence of heavy metal (lead).  The centre of gravity hence is 
pushed back towards the base a little causing a longer toque lever during transitions from supersonic 
to subsonic flight.   
 
This coupled with the short bevelled base (essentially flat base), means these projectile types struggle 
with any range that approach and travel through the transonic zone.  Groups open up massively in a 
sporadic fashion and hit probability drops off considerably.  The difference at 1000m between the 
338LM 250gn Scenar and the 338LM 225gn Nosler Accubond is a fine example of this.  Nosler, a fine 
manufacturing company would be the first to admit that this projectile was never designed for long 
range shooting which is probably why they had a “Moose” printed on the packet.  It’s just that some 
users may not realise this and try to achieve something that is contrary to the design intention. 
 
 
Boat Tail Angles and Meplat Diameters 
  
The ideal angles of boat tails are actually between 7 degrees and 9 degrees.  A boat tail at or 
between these angles will cause the projectile to have the least amount of drag in that area.  The 
length of the boat tail is also crucial.  Too short (under ½ a calibre) and the efficiency will decrease to 
that of a flat base projectile. Too long and the same thing happens.  
 
The meplat diameter is also crucial.  The ideal meplat diameter is between 0.1 and 0.2 calibres.  Go 
either side of this diameter and drag increases.  A large diameter hollow point can have an excessive 
amount of drag such as the Speer 130gn 30 calibre hollow point which is commonly loaded into the 
.308Win case.  A very effective projectile for short range light to medium game but not long range 
accuracy.  I use these projectiles for short range hunting on this skinned game for rapid 
incapacitation. 
 
Traditional hunting style hollow point projectiles are purposely designed to deliver rapid expansion 
and fragmentation upon or just after impact.  These commonly cause a severe amount of damage to 
soft tissue and bone which result in the quick death of the animal being hunted.  This is the desire of 
any ethical hunter. 
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Rapid expansion or fragmenting projectiles are constructed in such as way to withstand high muzzle 
velocities. It is the high velocity and rapid expansion that creates large temporary wound cavities.  
These large temporary wound cavities contribute to rapid euthanasia.  When these types of projectiles 
are used at longer range, they then lack the velocity down range which results in insufficient forces 
required to expand or fragment this projectile.  Generally, large hollow pointed flat based projectiles 
have a limitation of about 300 – 400m.  It is here that the longer, more efficient boat tail projectiles 
tend to take over in not only the accuracy but also the terminal performance arena due to higher 
velocity retention and therefore enough remaining velocity deform the projectile enough to create 
temporary wound channels to do the work.  
 
 
Match Grade Projectiles 
 
For a traditionally made, lead core, copper jacketed projectile to be "Match Grade", it really has to be 
constructed in a certain way.  This method of projectile construction starts out like most others buy 
stamping small amounts of copper into dies with powerful hydraulically driven tool steel rods.  This 
stamping or extrusion process usually has 4 to 6 steps before a composition of lead and antimony (a 
harder metal) is "Swaged" into the copper cup.   
 
It is now that the copper of the swaged projectile is extruded further around the nose with precision 
dies to make the projectile more concentric.  Concentricity means how "well round" it is.  The more 
concentric, the more round the projectile.   
 
If a projectile has a concentricity "run-out" of no more than 3/1000th’s of an inch, then it can be 
considered to be match grade.   
 
One off-shoot, of this extrusion process is the presence of a small hollow point at the meplat.  This 
hollow point is by no means a traditional one that allows rapid expansion, but purely a result in the 
match grade extrusion process.    
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.6 A typical Match Grade projectile constructed by the Berger Bullet Company 
USA.  This projectile has the typical hollow point seen from the side.  Small 
imperfections in the meplat are present in all match grade projectiles.  These can be 
trimmed and narrowed by precision shooting enthusiasts with specialist tools.  
 
 
Ogives 
 
An ogive is the name given to the rounded surface of the frontal section of the projectile. This curved 
surface can be quite rounded or very straight.  The shapes of this area is created from a small section 
of a circle. There are two ogive shapes created from circles and one that is not.  Secant and Tangent 
ogives are created from circles and the Conical ogive is simply a straight line from the bearing surface 
to the meplat. 
 
Secant ogives have a straighter surface than Tangent ogives as they are created from a section of a 
much larger circle.  Secant ogives are easily identifiable from the presence of this straighter surface 
and the visible line where this surface transitions into the bearing surface of the projectile.  This area 
is called the "Conical Transition".    
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Tangent Ogives 
 
Tangent ogives are present in at least half of the projectiles you may choose for long range shooting.  
These style ogives are made by all major match grade projectile manufacturers.  As previously 
mentioned, they are constructed diagrammatically with smaller radius circles giving the projectile a 
smooth transition between the ogive and the bearing surface.   
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.7 The Tangent ogive constructed by a smaller circle than the secant ogive 
makes the ogive integrate with the bearing surface smoothly.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.8 A Berger Target BT (Long Range) projectile with the Tangent Ogive. 
 
 
  
Tangent Ogive Characteristics 
 
Long range rifle projectiles must exhibit certain characteristics.  A common misconception due to 
marketing hype is that a long range projectile must be a secant one.  This is simply not true.  A 
projectile with a tangent ogive may not have a Ballistic Coefficient (BC) quite as high, however it has 
two other attributes that make it very adaptive to long range and more so in extreme long range 
shooting.  
 
The first one is that these projectiles are insensitive to seating depth.  This means that most of the 
time it doesn’t really matter how close or how far these projectiles are from the rifling lands inside the 
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barrel for accuracy, unlike the secant ogive which is very sensitive to seating depth and quite often 
are required to be seated out so the conical transition is either very close or even touching the lands 
for accuracy to be achieved.  
 
The second is that these projectiles have a better weight distribution for stability further out along the 
trajectory path from the “transonic zone” onwards. This means that tighter groups are generally 
observed at longer distances with these than the secant projectiles.  The ranges these tighter groups 
are observed are outside the supersonic zone.  This will be explained in more detail in the next 
chapter.   
 
Tangent projectiles may exhibit more drag in the supersonic zone, however the have less drag in the 
subsonic zone than secant projectiles.  For secant projectiles it is the other way around.   
 
This being said, if you want to push your projectile further out into the extreme distance area (+1000m 
for .308Win, +1500m for 338LM), then the better choice is to use a projectile with a tangent ogive.  
 
 
Secant Ogives 
 
Projectiles with Secant ogive’s are present in the other half of the projectiles you may use for long 
range shooting.  Projectiles with these ogive’s are common in the Very Low Drag (VLD) models.  
These are constructed with a larger “radius” ogive giving the projectile a more sleek appearance and 
also more supersonic efficiency.   
 
As illustrated below in Figure 5.9, the pivot point to the radius is set further back from the meplat 
giving the distinct “conical transition” line separating the ogive from the bearing surface.    
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.9 The Secant ogive constructed by a larger circle than the tangent ogive.  
This gives the visible line of the conical transition.   
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Figure 5.10 The Secant ogive constructed by a larger circle than the tangent ogive.  
This gives the visible line of the conical transition.   
 
 
 
Secant Ogive Characteristics 
 
Secant projectiles have their own advantages and disadvantages when directly compared with 
tangent projectiles of the same calibre and weight.  These have less drag when used to engage 
targets that are still inside the supersonic zone.  Let’s face it, most shooters, even long range 
shooters generally engage their target inside the supersonic zone.   
 
The downside of these is that they are generally restricted for use inside the supersonic zone if you 
want to experience some reasonable accuracy. The difference in group size and shape at 1100m with 
a 30cal 175gn tangent projectile compared with a 30cal 175gn secant projectile is very noticeable.  
 

 
Figure 5.11  Groups at 1100m with 30cal Tangent and Secant projectiles. 
 
 
The illustration in Figure 5.11 is very conservative.  This would be a representation of group patterns 
on a day with absolutely no wind.  Use a larger projectile such as a 338cal 250gn projectile in both 
shapes and add a little wind and things change dramatically.  Of course the tangent projectile groups 
would open up a little, however the group pattern of the secant projectile will be 3 to 4 times larger.   
 
Generally, secant projectiles do not handle the transition between supersonic flight to subsonic flight 
very well, especially if the ogive is very straight.  If they do group, it is a typically “Oval” shaped one.  
A large amount of these types do not even group, they simply land somewhere in the sight picture 
metres away from the intended point of impact.  Note: the presence of crosswinds and changing 
crosswinds can increase or introduce this oval pattern.  
 
Why is this so?  Well a large contributing factor is the weight distribution.  Secant projectiles have less 
weight in the front and more to the back.  This makes then “Statically” less stable.  They want to fly 
backwards more so than tangent ones.  This being the case, any decent amount of disturbance such 
as the transition from supersonic flight to subsonic flight and gusting winds, causes an increase in the 
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magnitude of the “Gyroscopic Precession” (Bullet wobble), and more often than not, the projectile will 
not recover from this increasing wobble.    
 
The full supersonic distance of most cartridges is usually further than the skill-set of a good many 
shooters so secant projectiles having a higher BC in this area are a very good choice.  
 
 
Monolithic Projectiles    
 
Materials 
 
Monolithic (Mon-o-lithic) – The adjective in the Oxford Dictionary means, (formed of a single large 
block of stone).  When the reference is made to projectiles used in firearms, it means a projectile 
usually made from one material. 
 
I said the word “usually” as there are a number of marketed monolithic projectiles out there that also 
contain polymer tips, some lead and other metals.  A true monolithic projectile contains just one 
homogenous metal, which is usually copper, or brass alloy.   
 
The majority of monolithic projectiles are turned on Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) Lathes to 
a wide array of shapes and sizes.  These emerged in numbers since 2001 with the introduction of 
large calibre hard hitting long range rifles. The quest to hit targets at unheard-of ranges (2500yds – 
4300yds) required cartridges such as the .416 Barrett, 375 Chey-Tac, 408 Chey-Tac and the 
venerable 460 Steyr.   
 
Traditionally made lead core swaged projectiles for long range shooting in these calibres did not exist 
when the cartridges were developed, so lathe turned monolithic models were the only answer.  
 
Monolithic projectiles in these sizes do work.  In fact when driven this hard (3250ft/s) a 500gn 
monolithic bullet from a 460 Steyr will usually remain supersonic until it hits the 2300 – 2500 yard 
mark.  This is the key here.  They have to remain supersonic.  When they go past this zone, most 
monolithic projectiles will become unstable due to their inherent lack of weight to length ratio.  
However, there is always and exception to the rule.  The 375 GIBBS using the Chey-Tac 350gn Solid 
Copper Balanced Flight projectile out of the custom made rifle in Western Australia by “Mark and Sam 
After Work” – (YouTube Channel Name) achieved balanced flight through the supersonic, transonic 
and subsonic zones out to 4008m with barrel sporting a gain twist barrel in a custom built rifle/scope 
combination. http://www.thefirearmblog.com/blog/2016/12/30/mars-sams-4384-yard-shot-4008-
meters-375-gibbs/.  This was found not from scientific extrapolation but from trial and error and hence, 
experience, the best result.  
 
Copper is 23% less dense than lead, which means that monolithic projectiles are longer than regular 
copper/lead swaged ones.  They aren’t 23% longer though as traditional projectiles do have some 
copper in them in the form of the copper jacket.  In a rounded figure, monolithic projectiles are usually 
10% longer than swaged projectiles.  This 10% increase in length for the same calibre and weight 
requires a faster twist rate for stable flight when launched at the same velocity.  
 
A .308 calibre swaged copper/lead projectile weighing 175gn’s launched at 2600ft/s from a rifle with a 
twist rate of 1/12” and fly extremely well over very long distances with more than enough stability, 
even at sea level.  A monolithic projectile made from solid copper of the same calibre and weight 
generally requires a twist rate of 1/10” or faster for the same stability.  All this is fine until both 
projectiles reach the transonic zone (Mach 1.2 to Mach 0.8).  The swaged one will generally handle 
this area of disturbance and remain on target but the solid copper one won’t.  Monolithic projectiles 
being longer, even when they are launched with enough stability, will not handle this zone and will 
end up yards away from the target.  
 
 
Concentricity 
 
There is no doubt that Monolithic projectiles born from a CNC lathe are almost perfectly round 
(Concentric). As a result of this, when loaded properly and fired through a quality barrel, they will 
produce the most amazing tiny groups at close range.  My experience with the South African GS 
Custom .338cal 232grain SP projectiles was just this.  I was very happy with 3” 4 shot groups at 650 
yards with the Blaser Tactical 2 sniper rifle but when pushing these further out to 1400 yards, 

http://www.thefirearmblog.com/blog/2016/12/30/mars-sams-4384-yard-shot-4008-meters-375-gibbs/
http://www.thefirearmblog.com/blog/2016/12/30/mars-sams-4384-yard-shot-4008-meters-375-gibbs/
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everything changed.  These like all others are just too long for their weight to handle the transition 
from supersonic flight to subsonic flight. Something else happens to a lot of these projectiles too.  
 
 
Driving Bands 
 
Driving bands cause a reduction in the BC.  My experience and the experiences of a lot of shooters 
who use these have found that the publicised BC differs greatly from the average BC over the entire 
trajectory (into the subsonic zone).  The shape of these may look really sleek, however the presence 
of these driving bands do add to the drag and therefore a reduction in the BC.  How much? Well that 
depends, but a drop in 10 – 15% in the publicised BC is not uncommon.   
 
True driving bands are circular protrusions around the bearing surface of the projectile to assist in the 
reduction of chamber pressure.  Being made from solid copper or bronze, these projectiles are lighter 
for the same length as a swaged projectile, but they are harder and this simply means that a good 
deal more force is required to swage the rifling grooves into them.   
 
To cut down this pressure and also to increase barrel life, “Driving Bands” are created to reduce the 
amount of contact to the barrel and bring the chamber pressures down to normal levels.  GS Custom 
Bullets from South Africa who pioneered this have done it very well.  In fact not only do they reduce 
the chamber pressures to normal levels, they go even further and as a result, a faster burning powder 
is usually required.  Higher muzzle velocities are also the norm with these projectiles.  
 
The increased drag from these comes from the driving bands themselves.  They protrude enough to 
create their own shock wave attachments.  These extra shockwaves cause an increase in drag and 
therefore a decrease in BC. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.12 Driving bands that protrude from the bearing surface of the moly coated 
South African made GS Custom Special Purpose (SP) projectile.  
 
 
There are advantages and disadvantages when comparing swaged projectiles to monolithic CNC 
projectiles for general performance in long range precision shooting.  
 
 
Swaged Projectiles 
 
Advantages 
 

• Shorter for their weight providing more stability through the transonic and subsonic zones. 
• Lower production cost. 
• Superior terminal performance on game. 
• Majority of cartridges when loaded with these fit into standard rifle magazines.   
• More variety to choose from. 
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Disadvantages 
 

• Concentricity can never be as good as CNC projectiles and accuracy and 
short range accuracy can suffer.  

• Custom projectiles are not produced due to the huge time/cost in machine set up.  
• Imperfections inside the projectiles are common such as air gaps and copper jacket thickness 

differences. This contributes to inaccuracy. 
 
 
 
CNC Monolithic Projectiles 
 
Advantages 
 

• Perfectly concentric contributing to extreme short range accuracy. 
• No air gaps or other imperfections to off-balance the projectile. 
• Due to the low set-up cost, custom projectiles are common. 

 
Disadvantages 
 

• Terminal performance on game is poor. 
• Even though set-up cost is lower than swaged projectiles, production cost is high. 
• The majority of cartridges when loaded with CNC projectiles do not fit 

into standard rifle magazines and have to be singly loaded.  
• Not that many to choose from. 
• These are inherently long for their weight making them less dynamically  

stable than swaged projectiles.  These generally perform badly when  
entering the travelling through the transonic zone.   

 
 
Conclusion.  
 
Match grade high ballistic coefficient spitzer shaped boat tail projectiles are essential for precision 
shooting at long range. The choice of ogives whether it be “Secant” or “Tangent” remains with the 
task at hand.  Every attribute to a given type of projectile as trade-offs.   
 
Guessing the performance of a projectile simply by looking at it with a trained eye can be done 
however the only real way to find the right projectile for your rifle is to shoot it.  Not just grouping it at 
100 yards but at long range.  For a .308 Win this might be out to 1100 yards and for a 338 Snipe-Tac 
this might be 2000 yards plus.  The question has to be asked after achieving tight groups at 100 
yards.   
 
This is “Do they fly well over distance”? 
 
 
 
GUIDELINES  
 
1. If you want to use any projectile on game then monolithic projectiles cannot be considered.  
 
2. Long projectiles with secant ogives projectiles do not perform well in the transonic zone and 

into the subsonic zone. These have the highest BC’s 
 
3. Short projectiles with tangent ogives perform very well in the transonic and subsonic zones.  

These have the lowest BC’s.  
 
4. Having more weight towards the front of the projectile aids in stability for long range shooting.  
 
5. Projectiles with “Secant” ogives are harder to achieve short range accuracy when reloading 

as they are sensitive to seating depth.  
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6. Projectiles with “Tangent” ogives are easier to achieve short range accuracy when reloading 

as they are less sensitive to seating depth. 
 
7. Projectiles that group very well at 100 yards may not be good for long range shooting as there 

are many other factors to consider.  
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